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General Comment

as a lifelong resident of lea county who is currently raising 3 kids who i hope will also call lea county their 
permenant home once they are grown, i oppose this facility. i believe that the risk we are taking by 
transporting and storing the nations highest level nuclear waste far out weighs the reward of 50 to 100 
permenant jobs. the question that i constantly ask is, if this is so safe, why not keep it where it is generated? I 
have yet to get that question answered. i feel like our area is being exploited due to our rioller coaster oil field 
economy. Its almost like they think we are expendable due to our small population and barren desert land. its 
my opinion that they would rather have a major accident that would effect the lives of a few people rather 
than risk an accident in an urban population, i dont believe that the people in our area are expendable, and i 
dont believe that its our responsiblity to store the nations waste, especially since we do not contribute to 
creating it, we recieve no power from the nuclear industry. i heard a geologist from utpb in odessa texas 
express his concerns about the geology of the ground in the area of the proposed site, his concerns are ones 
that the local people all already know. due to the oil and gas industry there are sinkholes forming all over that 
area. putting the nations highest level waste in between the surface and the water table is a very risky thing to 
do in this area due to the sinkholes. i hope that these concerns are looked at seriously and taken into 
consideration. this is something that the majority of the people i talk to do not want for our kids and 
grandkids. the only local people i have seen support this are the government official who only see money, and 
wont still be here after the first of 20 permits expire. they claim this will be an interim site, but seems to be 
more of a permenant site due to a lack of any other planned permenant facility. thank you fir the ipportunity to 
express my viewpoint on the matter. 


